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Abstract. Ion shell distributions are hollow spherical shells
in velocity space that can be formed by many processes and
occur in several regions of geospace. They are interesting
because they have free energy that can, in principle, be trans-
mitted to ions and electrons. Recently, a technique has been
developed to estimate the original free energy available in
shell distributions from in-situ data, where some of the en-
ergy has already been lost (or consumed). We report a sys-
tematic survey of three years of data from the Polar satel-
lite. We present an estimate of the free energy available from
ion shell distributions on auroral field lines sampled by the
Polar satellite below 6RE geocentric radius. At these alti-
tudes the type of ion shells that we are especially interested
in is most common on auroral field lines close to the polar
cap (i.e. field lines mapping to the plasma sheet boundary
layer, PSBL). Our analysis shows that ion shell distributions
that have lost some of their free energy are commonly found
not only in the PSBL, but also on auroral field lines map-
ping to the boundary plasma sheet (BPS), especially in the
evening sector auroral field lines. We suggest that the PSBL
ion shell distributions are formed during the so-called Veloc-
ity Dispersed Ion Signatures (VDIS) events. Furthermore,
we find that the partly consumed shells often occur in asso-
ciation with enhanced wave activity and middle-energy elec-
tron anisotropies. The maximum downward ion energy flux
associated with a shell distribution is often 10 mW m−2 and
sometimes exceeds 40 mW m−2 when mapped to the iono-
sphere and thus may be enough to power many auroral pro-
cesses. Earlier simulation studies have shown that ion shell
distributions can excite ion Bernstein waves which, in turn,
energise electrons in the parallel direction. It is possible that
ion shell distributions are the link between the X-line and the
auroral wave activity and electron acceleration in the energy
transfer chain for stable auroral arcs.
Key words. Magnetospheric physics (plasma sheet; auroral
phenomena) – Space plasma physics (wave-particle interac-
tions)
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1 Introduction
Ion shell distributions are spherical shells in velocity space.
They can be formed by many processes of which the most
widely studied is the pickup process which occurs when the
solar wind protons undergo a charge-exchange reaction with
almost stationary neutrals. The slow ion resulting from the
charge exchange is accelerated (picked up) by the solar wind
electric field. Each ion will have the same magnitude of
the velocity and after some pitch angle scattering process
the other velocity components are randomised, resulting in
a shell distribution. This mechanism has been studied in dif-
ferent contexts, including comets (Karimabadi et al., 1994)
and the termination shock of the heliosphere (Kucharek and
Scholer, 1995).
Inside the magnetosphere, shell distributions have not yet
been studied much. Bingham et al. (1999), referring to Freja
data published by Eliasson et al. (1994), discussed hot ion
shell distributions with a loss cone at low altitude (which they
called horseshoe distributions) and found that such distribu-
tions can generate lower hybrid waves. Ion shell distributions
with dual loss cones have been discussed by Engebretson
et al. (2002). They noted that these double loss cone distribu-
tions (which have been called toroidal by some investigators)
at sub-auroral latitudes are maintained by transport from the
plasma sheet and are possibly the free energy source of var-
ious pulsation modes. Janhunen et al. (2003a) provided ex-
amples of shell distributions in auroral latitudes at ∼4–5RE
radial distance (geocentric distance) using Polar/TIMAS data
and showed with the help of solving the linear dispersion re-
lation numerically and by using a two-dimensional particle
simulation that the observed shell distribution is unstable to a
broad range of ion Bernstein wave modes. It was also shown
in the paper that the generated Bernstein waves accelerate
∼100 eV electrons at a rate of ∼80 eV/s.
Velocity-dispersed ion signatures (VDIS) have been stud-
ied in the plasma-sheet boundary layer (PSBL) by many
authors (Elphic and Gary, 1990; Baumjohann et al., 1990;
Zelenyi et al., 1990; Bosqued et al., 1993a, b; Onsager
and Mukai, 1995). By VDIS one refers to events in the
PSBL where the ion energy increases towards the polar cap
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boundary when measured by a satellite traversing through the
auroral zone towards increasing latitude. The origin of the
VDIS ions is assumed to be the small Bz region in the mag-
netotail, i.e. the region where the ions do not follow adiabatic
trajectories (Bosqued et al., 1993a, b; Ashour-Abdalla et al.,
1992). VDIS energy-latitude slopes have been used to find
the location of the X-line, for example, Zelenyi et al. (1990).
Test particle calculations and observations show that deep in
the magnetotail, the VDIS ions are decomposed of beamlets
that can be labelled by two integers: the order of the κ pa-
rameter resonance and the number of bounces the beamlet
has made (Ashour-Abdalla et al., 1995). Each beamlet has
a different energy (field-aligned velocity) and, therefore, the
perpendicular convection mixes and reorders the beamlets,
causing a mosaic structure (Ashour-Abdalla et al., 1995). At
lower altitude, the three-dimensional ion distribution func-
tion corresponding to VDIS has not been directly addressed
in the literature. Our analysis suggests that the ion shell
distributions seen in the Polar/TIMAS 6RE radial distance
in the PSBL form a VDIS when considered in the energy-
latitude plane.
We use the following naming of zones when moving from
high to low invariant latitudes. The plasma sheet bound-
ary layer (PSBL) is the narrow (∼1◦) plasma sheet layer
next to the polar cap containing VDIS as explained above.
The boundary plasma sheet (BPS) is a wider region (sev-
eral degrees) mapping to discrete auroral arcs (Winningham
et al., 1975). On its low-latitude side is the central plasma
sheet (CPS), mapping to diffuse aurora. The CPS is adja-
cent to the radiation belt (not discussed in this paper). The
CPS/BPS boundary is usually difficult to determine unam-
biguously from satellite data above the acceleration region.
Our terminology is similar to that used by Winningham et al.
(1975), except that Winningham does not have a PSBL be-
tween his BPS and polar cap. Our terminology differs from,
for example, Zelenyi et al. (1990) in that their PSBL is wider
than our PSBL, containing also parts of our BPS.
The main emphasis of the paper is in the PSBL and BPS
ion shells. In addition, it is found that shell distributions also
occur in the CPS. In order to meaningfully discuss the prop-
erties of PSBL and BPS shells, it is necessary to also present
some of the properties of the CPS shells. Physical causes and
effects of CPS shells are outside the scope of the paper, how-
ever. Separate papers should be reserved for these important
topics.
Our motivation for studying shell distributions in the auro-
ral zone is that such distributions potentially contain a lot of
free energy. Janhunen et al. (2003a) have shown that wave
modes exist in the region which can tap this free energy.
They have also developed a technique to estimate the avail-
able free energy from in-situ data. If significant tapping of
the shell distribution free energy takes place, the total power
transferred through shell distributions to waves and later to
the electrons may be sufficient for powering some visible
auroral features. The occurrence frequency of ion shells in
the auroral zone is studied in the paper and the results show
that the frequency (free energy density >20 eV cm−3) in the
PSBL is about 5%, spread over a few degrees ILAT, since the
polar cap boundary location varies from case to case. The
frequency of ion shells on auroral field lines mapping to the
BPS is, however, small (since most shells are “partially con-
sumed” here). When a method for estimating the original
free energy from partial ion shells is applied, the occurrence
frequency in this region increases.
The structure of the paper is as follows. After describing
the relevant Polar satellite instruments and data processing
we approach the ion shell distributions from different view-
points. The first two viewpoints (Sects. 4 and 5) deal with ba-
sic statistical properties of the free energy (present and orig-
inal) available on auroral field lines from ion shells. Exam-
ples of different types of ion shells with Polar electric field
and electron data to give the geophysical context are shown
in Sect. 6. Then the behaviour of ion shell free energy and the
correlation of ion shells with electron anisotropies and waves
is analysed. The paper ends with a summary and discussion.
2 Instrumentation
The Polar satellite has the advantage of having three years
of measurements of both ions and electrons, as well as wave
electric fields. The results of Janhunen et al. (2003a) have
motivated this investigation. The existence of the Polar
database makes it possible to systematically investigate cor-
relations between ion shell distributions, electron anisotropy
and waves. We use summary Polar/TIMAS ion data from
1996–1998 (Shelley et al., 1995), archived at the NASA
Space Science Data Center for identifying and characterising
ion shell distributions. The energy range is between 15 eV
and 33 keV and the time resolution about 12 s (correspond-
ing to two spin periods). The differential energy flux for the
ions is produced in 15◦ bins for all pitch angles. Ion data
exists also after 1998, however, a high-voltage breakdown
in TIMAS in 8 December 1998 caused a loss of sensitivity
in the data and makes it very challenging to mix data from
before and after this date.
During the same time period as for the ion data, i.e. 1996–
1998, the wave electric fields in the 1–10 Hz frequency range
are available from the Polar Electric Field Instrument, EFI,
(Harvey et al., 1995). Polar EFI makes 3-D measurements
with a sampling rate of 20 samples per second. We exclude
spin axis measurements in this study due to uncertainties in
the measurements from the short boom (5 m) in this direc-
tion. We make the assumption that the spin axis component
of the electric field is negligible in the auroral zone since the
spin axis is in the east-west direction here. The parallel and
perpendicular wave electric fields will be estimated with the
help of the Polar Magnetic Field Experiment (MFE) (Russell
et al., 1995).
To investigate the electron anisotropy from the electron
distribution function we use the Level-0 Polar HYDRA elec-
tron data (Scudder et al., 1995). The energy range of the data
is 2 eV–28 keV and the time resolution is about 12 s.
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Fig. 1. Ion free energy by Polar/TIMAS as a function of MLT and ILAT for Kp≤2 (left subplots) and Kp>2 (right subplots). Top plots
show include radial distances 1–2.5RE , bottom plots 3.5–6RE . Orbital coverage in hours in each MLT and ILAT bin (a), fraction of time
the free energy exceeds 0.1 keV cm−3 (b), fraction of time the free energy exceeds 0.02 keV cm−3 (c), 95-percentile of free energy density
(d). Some black regions are saturated. The dashed/dotted line is the Holzworth-Meng model auroral oval equatorward/poleward boundary
for Q=1.65 (low Kp) and Q=6 (high Kp) (Holzworth and Meng, 1975).
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In one event (Fig. 11) we also plot, in addition to EFI spec-
trogram, a spectrogram above 26 Hz from the plasma wave
instrument PWI (Gurnett et al., 1995).
Polar data from the time period 1996–1998 cover the alti-
tude ranges 5000–10 000 and 20 000–32 000 km.
3 Data processing
3.1 Estimate of free energy and downward energy flux
from TIMAS
The Polar/TIMAS instrument measures the differential num-
ber flux from which the differential energy flux and the dis-
tribution function can be obtained by multiplication and divi-
sion by energy, respectively. In this study we are especially
interested in the free energy and the downward total-ion en-
ergy flux for ion shell distributions. As described by Jan-
hunen et al. (2003a) we define the free energy of a given dis-
tribution function as the difference between the kinetic en-
ergy of the original distribution and the kinetic energy of a
flattened distribution, which is defined by repeating the fol-
lowing procedure until no positive slopes remain in the flat-
tened distribution data vector fi, i=1..N :
1. Find the indices i where fi<fi+1, i.e. find the positive
slopes. Call these indices is , s=1..P . If no indices are
found (P=0), the flattening procedure is complete.
2. For each s where fis<fis+1, replace both fis and fis+1
by their arithmetic average (weighted by the cell widths
if the discretisation is done in a nonuniformly spaced
grid).
The flattening procedure conserves the number of particles
(the zeroth moment of the distribution function) and always
produces a distribution with no positive slopes. Some more
discussion of the prodeduce and an example is given in Jan-
hunen et al. (2003a). The procedure results in an upper limit
estimate of the free energy available.
We have checked manually in about 100 events that when-
ever the free energy parameter as defined here is significant,
the reason is always an ion shell distribution. Thus, the free
energy density is a good way of automatically finding shell
distributions and characterising their strength in a physically
meaningful way.
The total-ion downward energy flux is obtained from the
differential energy flux by integration over all pitch angles.
3.2 Wave electric fields from EFI and MFE
The EFI electric field was decomposed into parallel and per-
pendicular components by using spin-resolution (6 s) MFE
data. We use frequencies in the 1–10 Hz range. The upper
limit is dictated by the EFI instrument which produces 20
samples per second in its usual mode. The wave amplitudes
are averaged to the same 12-s time resolution as the particle
data.
3.3 Anisotropy from HYDRA
Electron anisotropy is most commonly defined in terms of
parallel and perpendicular temperatures. However, in this
study we will especially discuss a subrange of electron en-
ergy (100–1000 eV) whence it is more convenient to define
the anisotropy in terms of density. We define the anisotropy
as the partial density corresponding to the part of the elec-
tron distribution function from which a symmetrised perpen-
dicular distribution function has been subtracted and the in-
tegration in velocity space is carried out between energies
100 eV and 1 keV only. For a detailed discussion on our
employed definition of the anisotropy, see Janhunen et al.
(2004a), Eqs. 2–4. Statistical results for the MLT-ILAT de-
pendence of the anisotropy of electrons in the energy range
100–1000 eV in the auroral zone can be found in Janhunen
et al. (2004a).
4 Free energy of ion shells: dependence on MLT-ILAT,
Kp and altitude
To obtain general knowledge about how common and what
type of phenomena the ion shell distributions are, we show
statistics of their associated free energy in the MLT-ILAT
plane in Fig. 1 for low altitudes (R=1–2.5RE , top plots) and
high altitudes (R=3.5–6RE , bottom plots). The left subplots
show low Kp (Kp ≤2) and the right subplots show high Kp
(Kp>2). Panel (a) shows the orbital coverage in hours, i.e.
the number of hours the instrument was measuring in each
MLT-ILAT bin. Panel (b) is the occurrence frequency of
12-s data points where the ion free energy exceeds the value
0.02 keV cm−3, panel (c) is the same thing but with a thresh-
old 0.1 keV cm−3, while panel (d) shows the 95-percentile,
which is defined as the value such that 95% of the measured
values of the free energy are smaller than the plotted value in
each MLT-ILAT bin and 5% are larger. Data points when no
free energy is found in the distribution are counted as zero.
For comparison and for guiding the eye, in each panel, the
dashed and dotted lines show the equatorward and poleward
boundary of a statistical auroral oval model by Holzworth
and Meng (1975). For low Kp, the Q index value needed in
the model is set up 1.65 and for high Kp Q=6 is used.
We first discuss features which are common to low and
high Kp. It is noteworthy that the occurrence frequency of
the free energy exceeding 0.02 keV/cm−3 (Fig. 1, panel (b)
is highest in the CPS and lowest in the BPS which is seen
as almost white. From panel (d), we see that statistically,
the ion shells in the CPS are energetic, having values of the
free energy density around 0.1 keV/cm−3 in 5% of the cases,
while lower values (below 0.05 keV/cm−3) of the free energy
is found in the PSBL and especially BPS.
Concerning altitude dependence, in the CPS the free en-
ergy densities are higher at high altitude than at low altitude.
In the BPS and PSBL, however, such a trend is not seen, but
the values are uniformly low at both high and low altitudes.
The TIMAS time resolution is 12 s, which at low altitude
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Fig. 2. Example of a CPS ion shell distribution. The quantity shown
is the distribution function in units of cm−2 s−1 sr−1 keV−2. Up-
going ions go up and downgoing ions go down in the plot. White
circles correspond to energies 10 eV, 100 eV, 1 keV and 10 keV.
The shell distribution starts at ∼15 keV and partly falls outside the
plot and instrument boundaries in this case. One-count level is
20 times smaller than the shell distribution level, MLT 2, ILAT
67, R=4.4RE , n=0.66 cm−3, T=1.9 keV, free energy density
0.15 keV cm−3.
means that the satellite footpoint moves 20–30 km during
each integration period. Some auroral features are smaller
than this, so the time resolution may affect the results at low
altitude.
The ion shell distributions in the CPS region are thus
a common phenomenon. From looking at the individual
CPS events one discerns that the ions are typically energetic
(above 15 keV), and the distributions are stable, i.e. their free
energy is not consumed. A typical example of an ion shell in
the CPS is shown in Fig. 2. We think that CPS ion shells are
often associated with ion spectral gaps and “nose” structures
(McIlwain, 1972; Buzulukova et al., 2002) and monoener-
getic ion drop-offs (Shirai, et al., 1997).
Ion shells in the PSBL (and BPS, whenever they occur)
usually have lower ion energies than in the CPS, usually be-
low 10–15 keV (Fig. 3). For midnight MLT (22–02) one can
see in Fig. 1, panels (b–d) that the occurrence frequency of
auroral ion shells is highest in latitudes corresponding to the
part of the auroral zone adjacent to the polar cap (from ILAT
∼68). Probably these ion shells originate from the PSBL and
we will therefore refer to these ion shells as PSBL ion shells.
In some events one sees ion shells also between the PSBL
and the CPS, i.e. in the BPS; this may be either a genuine
effect or be caused by auroral oval motion while the satellite
is crossing it.
We now discuss the Kp differences seen in Fig. 1. The
most evident observation is that the boundary of the dark and
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Fig. 3. Example of an event containing a full (i.e. up/down symmet-
ric) ion shell distribution in the PSBL. Format is similar to Fig. 2.
One-count level is 200 times smaller than the shell distribution
level, MLT 0.9, ILAT 69.5, R=4.3RE , n=0.26 cm−3, T=8.6 keV,
free energy density 0.64 keV cm−3.
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Fig. 4. Example of an event containing a half-consumed shell dis-
tribution (i.e. downgoing part is intact but upgoing part has been
flattened out). One-count level is 300 times smaller than the shell
distribution level, MLT 24, ILAT 68.5, R=4.6RE , n=1 cm−3,
T=3.4 keV, free energy density 0.44 cm−3.
light regions (CPS and BPS) moves withKp very similarly to
the statistical oval equatorward boundary (dashed line). Oth-
erwise, the energy densities increase with Kp overall. In the
PSBL, the free energy density is somewhat higher for high
Kp and it is spread more uniformly over the MLT sectors
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Fig. 5. Benchmark result of the sharpening procedure in a random
ensemble of 1000 distributions. The horizontal axis is the true free
energy of the original distribution and the vertical axis is the free
energy found by the sharpening procedure.
20–04, while for low Kp it is more concentrated in the mid-
night sector (22–02 MLT).
Typically, many of the ion shell distributions in the PSBL
and especially BPS (for 1–6RE) are partly flattened out. As
an example, Fig. 4 shows a half-consumed ion shell: the
downgoing part is an ion shell but the upgoing part is nearly a
plateau. A natural idea is that the plateau in the upgoing part
is due to wave-particle interactions which have consumed the
free energy of the downgoing ion shell. In the case of a half-
consumed ion shell the consumption process should occur
below the measurement point.
5 Consumed free energy of plateau distributions
If the ion shell distribution free energy is consumed by wave-
particle interactions, a plateau is expected to be left at and
near the energy range where a positive slope existed before.
Plateaus in the ion distribution are therefore possible mark-
ers of free energy that has existed in the original distribution
and that was subsequently consumed. If it is possible to re-
construct the original distribution from the plateaued one ap-
proximately, it is then possible to estimate its original free
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Fig. 6. Application of the sharpening procedure to TIMAS data
(0 − −30◦ pitch angle) taken on 20 August 1996, 11:24 UT (MLT
3.4, ILAT 69, R 4.1RE) in the Northern Hemisphere. Solid line is
the original distribution and dashed line the sharpened version. A
plateau exists between 1 and 10 keV that the procedure has found
and replaced by a shell distribution, conserving the number of par-
ticles. The plateau is not completely smooth in this case, but this
does not harm the sharpening procedure.
energy. In this section we define an automatic algorithm for
doing this and validate it by applying it to an ensemble of
synthetic distributions whose original free energy is known
by construction. Finally, by subtracting the free energy from
the estimated original free energy we obtain the part of the
energy that was consumed. The consumed energy density is
shown at the end of the section in statistical results where we
show the MLT-ILAT dependence on altitude and Kp.
5.1 Sharpening procedure
Consider a 1-D distribution function represented by N dis-
crete data points fi , i=1..N (N=28 for TIMAS). In the al-
gorithm we take f to be the logarithm of the distribution
function. The procedure takes f as input and produces a
“sharpened” version fs which has a plateau replaced by the
corresponding sharp shell distribution. Assume that there are
indices i1, i2, i3 and i4 (1≤i1<i2<i3<i4≤N ) defining a left
negative slope region i1..i2−1, a candidate plateau or pos-
itive slope (POPS) region i2..i3 and a right negative slope
region i3+1..i4. Define their mean slopes by
sL = (fi2−1 − fi1)/(i2 − i1−1) (1)
and
sR = (fi4 − fi3+1)/(i4 − i3−1). (2)
We require that both slopes are negative, i.e. that sL<0 and
sR<0, and that the length of both negative slope regions is
three datapoints, i.e. i2−i1=i4−i3=3. By using simulated
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cases we determined that three is the optimal number in our
case. For the candidate POPS region, its mean slope is de-
fined as:
s = (fi3 − fi2)/(i3 − i2). (3)
We set the following inequality requirement for the POPS
region:
min(s, fi2+1 − fi2 , fi3 − fi3−1) ≥ 0.2 max(sL, sR). (4)
This requirement means that both POPS region overall slope
s, as well as its starting slope fi2+1−fi2 and ending slope
fi3−fi3−1 must be large enough; in particular, if all are non-
negative, the inequality is always satisfied since sL and sR
were already above required to be negative.
We start searching for a POPS region satisfying the above
requirements first by trying the longest possible POPS region
that fits into the data vector, together with the required left
and right negative slope regions. If a good POPS region is
not found, the length is decreased by one and the search is
reinitiated. Within each length, the search propagates from
high towards low energies. The first POPS region satisfying
the above requirements terminates the search.
If and when a good POPS region is found, linear expres-
sions of the form f (v)=a+bv are fitted to the left and right
negative slope regions around the POPS region by finding
a and b for each. Notice that since f is the logarithm of the
distribution function, these expressions are actually exponen-
tials in physical space. These expressions are extrapolated
inside the POPS region. The cutoff velocity value where the
left fit suddenly transforms to the right fit is defined by requir-
ing that the number of particles (first moment of f , weighted
by v2 in the 3-D case) does not change when the POPS re-
gion is replaced by the fitted expressions. The proper fitted
expressions are finally evaluated in the integral fashion (i.e.
means are computed over the grid cell instead of using point-
wise values) inside the POPS region and the obtained values
form the sharpened vector fs . If no good POPS region is
found, fs is set equal to f . The original free energy is de-
fined to be the free energy of fs , where the free energy is
calculated by the flattening procedure of Sect. 3.1. By con-
struction, the original free energy is always at least as large
as the free energy of f defined in Sect. 4 and in case a good
POPS region was found, it is larger.
5.2 Validation
We validate the method by generating an ensemble of 1000
random distributions. We superpose two Maxwellians with
different temperatures. The temperatures and densities of
both are taken from random numbers and vary within rea-
sonable limits, corresponding to typical distributions seen in
the magnetosphere. The hotter Maxwellian is turned into a
shell distribution by taking a cutoff point, below which the
values are set to a smaller value. The cutoff point and the
smaller value are also taken from random numbers. Ten per-
cent of Gaussian noise is added to each data point of the
result. The resulting distribution forig is then run through
the flattening procedure (Sect. 3.1) to mimic waves using the
free energy of the shell distribution. The flattened version is
mixed with a random mixing ratio with the original distribu-
tion to simulate partial free energy consumption. The result-
ing distribution f is the one that we imagine is measured by
the virtual instrument and is fed into the sharpening proce-
dure defined above. The algorithm produces the sharpened
version fs which should approximate forig. Comparison of
the free energies of fs and forig measures the goodness of the
sharpening procedure.
The benchmarking results are shown in Fig. 5. The hor-
izontal axis is the known free energy of forig and the ver-
tical axis is the free energy of the sharpened distribution fs ,
normalised to the total kinetic energy of the distribution func-
tion. It can be seen that the sharpening procedure does a good
job on simulated data, since the data points cluster nicely
around the fs=forig line. We define the relative error of each
data point by
 = |u(fs)− u(forig)|
min(u(fs), u(forig))
, (5)
where u(f ) denotes the free energy of f found by flattening.
In the simulation ensemble, the average  is 33%.
In Fig. 6 we show an example of the sharpening procedure
applied to TIMAS data. A plateau between 1 and 10 keV
energies exists in this case, which the program finds and re-
places by a shell distribution having the same number of par-
ticles. The shell cutoff energy is about 4 keV.
5.3 Consumed energy dependence on MLT-ILAT, Kp and
altitude
Previously, we discussed the statistical distribution of the free
energy density u(f ) (Fig. 1). For the sharpened version fs
we now define the consumed energy density
ucons = u(fs)− u(f ), (6)
i.e. ucons is an estimate of the energy that was consumed
when the distribution was partly or completely plateaued by
wave-particle interactions. For pure shell distributions and
for quasi-Maxwellian (non-plateaued) distributions, ucons is
zero, but it is nonzero for plateau distributions and partly
flattened-out shell distributions. Figure 7 shows the statis-
tical distribution of ucons. The meaning of the panels and
their scaling is identical with Fig. 1, except that the quantity
shown is ucons instead of u(f ).
We make the following observations concerning the con-
sumed energy density from Fig. 7. There is not much altitude
dependence in the BPS/PSBL region, although in the CPS,
the consumed energy is higher at high altitude than at low al-
titude. This trend is similar to what was seen for the free en-
ergy earlier (Fig. 1). The CPS region (mostly black in panels
(b) of Fig. 7) moves equatorward for increasing Kp, in a way
which is in good agreement with the equatorward boundary
of the Holzworth-Meng oval model (dashed line). This is
also similar to the free energy density behaviour (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 7. Same as Fig. 1 except that now the quantity shown is the consumed free energy ucons, Eq. (6).
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Fig. 8. Drift paths of equatorial protons launched from MLT 24 for energies 1 keV (a), 5 keV (b), 10 keV (c) and 20 keV (d). Circles
corresponding to 65 and 73 ILAT are drawn, approximately corresponding to the range of data. Dipole magnetic field and a uniform
duskward electric field of 0.1 mV/m are assumed.
Comparison of the free energy (Fig. 1) and the consumed
energy statistics (Fig. 7) shows that the mean auroral oval
between the dashed and dotted lines (BPS and PSBL) con-
tains significant consumed energy (Fig. 7), although we saw
earlier that it does not contain so much free energy on the
average at radial distances below 6RE (Fig. 1). The BPS is
seen in the free energy plots (Fig. 1) as an almost empty re-
gion between two enhanced regions, CPS and PSBL (at the
PSBL, the enhancement is much smaller than in CPS). But
for the consumed energy density (Fig. 7), a contrast between
BPS and PSBL is no longer seen. We suggest that this is be-
cause the free energy is introduced at the PSBL in the form
of VDIS shell distributions and is mostly consumed in the
BPS, leaving behind plateau distributions.
We now discuss how to understand that ucons is enhanced
at low latitudes in the postnoon sector, but not so much in the
prenoon (Fig. 7). In Fig. 8 we show drift paths of equatorial
plane protons for different energies (1, 5, 10 and 20 keV), as-
suming a dipole magnetic field (for similar calculations, see,
e.g. Ejiri (1978)). The particles are launched at MLT 24. The
drifts taken into account are the E×B drift and the gradient
drift, the curvature drift is zero for equatorial particles. In
the E×B drift, the corotation field and a constant duskward
electric field of 0.1 mV/m magnitude are included. The 1 keV
protons (panel (a)) show competition between the corotation
drift and the gradient drift since they propagate eastward or
westward, depending on their initial condition. At 5 and
10 keV (panels (b) and (c)) the particles drift westward due to
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Fig. 9. Polar data for 12 October 1996, 03:20–04:08 UT. Example of an event containing a full (i.e. up/down symmetric) shell distribution.
Upper subfigure: (a) EFI electric wave amplitude spectrogram, (b) electron differential energy flux spectrogram from HYDRA including
all pitch angles (c) ratio of parallel to perpendicular electron distribution function from HYDRA, red regions signifying parallel electron
energisation, (d) parallel minus perpendicular electron distribution function integrated between 0.1 and 1 keV, i.e. the anisotropic density
(red) and up minus down parallel component, positive meaning upgoing electrons (green), (e) total ion distribution function from TIMAS
for 0–30◦ pitch angle, i.e. downgoing, (f) same for antiparallel (upgoing) ions, i.e. 150–180◦, (g) ion density (black) and temperature (red,
scale on the right) computed by integration from TIMAS total ion distribution function, (h) free energy density in TIMAS ion distribution,
(i) energy flux estimated from the free energy, positive upward. Left lower subfigure: the full shell distribution in the PSBL, with similar
format as in Fig. 2, one-count level 200 times smaller than shell level. Right lower subfigure: distribution function at 03:35 UT in the BPS,
where a Maxwellian with plateauing tendency is seen, one-count level 30 times smaller than shell level.
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the gradient drift, but exit from the magnetosphere near noon
due to the duskward electric field. At 20 keV (panel (d)) the
gradient drift is strong enough to keep the particles trapped
so that they also propagate to the morningside. In TIMAS
data, the intact, unconsumed shell distributions at low lati-
tudes (CPS) are usually at high energies (more than 15 keV).
As seen in panel (d), such protons are trapped and are found
at both prenoon and postnoon sectors. This is probably the
reason why the free energy density plots (Fig. 1) are almost
symmetrical in MLT about noon. The situation is different
for the plateau distributions corresponding to the quantity
ucons shown in Fig. 7, however, these protons are usually at
somewhat lower energies (∼2–10 keV). According to Fig. 8,
such protons exist only in the postnoon sector; thus, this ex-
plains why ucons is enhanced at subauroral latitudes in the
afternoon sector but not in the morning sector.
6 Partly consumed PSBL and BPS ion shells
When manually looking through individual PSBL and BPS
shell distributions we have already mentioned that the ion
shells often seem to be just partly shell-like, i.e. the ion shells
have been partly consumed. To quantify this in yet another
way, we calculate the free energy density (Sect. 3.1) sepa-
rately for upgoing and downgoing parts of the distribution
and compare them. If the amount of free energy is equal
in both directions, the distribution is a full ion shell. If the
downgoing free energy is about two times larger than the up-
going one, we say that the shell is 1/4-consumed. If there is
free energy only in the downgoing direction, we say that the
shell is half-consumed, or, if a visual inspection shows that
the “rim” of the shell exists only for downgoing and parallel-
dominated particles, it can be 3/4-consumed. Other types of
partial shells not fitting to this classification scheme can be
thought of, but are not often seen in data.
We now present example events where these different
types of shells are seen in their geophysical context. We start
from the simplest type which is a full ion shell. In Fig. 9 we
show Polar data from several instruments (upper subfigure),
together with the TIMAS distribution function (lower sub-
figures) portraying a full ion shell. Panel (a) is an EFI wave
spectrogram showing electric wave activity. Panel (b) is the
electron differential energy flux spectrogram from HYDRA,
including all pitch angles. Panel (c) is a measure of electron
anisotropy, the quantity shown is the measured differential
energy flux in the parallel direction divided by the measured
differential energy flux in the perpendicular direction (Jan-
hunen et al., 2004a). T‖>T⊥ electron anisotropies are seen
as red in panel (c). Panel (d) shows the anisotropic part of
the density for middle-energy (100–1000 eV) electrons only
in red and the up minus down anisotropy in green. The quan-
tities shown in panels (c) and (d) are defined more exactly in
Janhunen et al. (2004a). Panels (e) and (f) are spectrograms
for down and upgoing TIMAS ions, respectively. The quan-
tity plotted is the differential energy flux for all ion species
summed together. Panel (g) shows the density and tempera-
ture calculated from TIMAS total ion data. Panel (h) is the
free energy density in keV cm−3 for TIMAS protons, com-
puted by the flattening method of Sect. 3.1. Finally, panel
(i) shows the parallel energy flux for all TIMAS ions (posi-
tive upward). The energy flux has been mapped to the iono-
spheric plane, i.e. multiplied by the ratio of ionospheric ver-
sus local magnetic field and is expressed in mW m−2. The
left subfigure of Fig. 9 shows a typical full shell distribu-
tion in the PSBL and the right subfigure a typical, almost
Maxwellian, BPS distribution with some plateauing in the
few keV energy range, with no shell distribution. A full shell
distribution indicates that the shell distribution free energy is
currently not being consumed either at, below or above the
observation point.
Figure 10 shows an example of a 1/4-consumed shell. Like
the previous full shell example (Fig. 9), this shell also occurs
in the PSBL with a clear VDIS. This shell has a rather strong
superposed upgoing ion beam which covers a broad range of
energies. The shell is plateaued in about a ±45◦ wide cone
in the upgoing part, hence it is 1/4-consumed. Alternatively,
one could interpret the distribution so that it is a full shell
where a superposed ion beam extends up to the shell energy.
The valley (or hollow) at lower energy than the shell rim is
deepest in the downgoing direction (zero pitch angle) and be-
comes more filled for increasing pitch angles. Our interpre-
tation is that in this case the observation point is well above
the region where waves consume the free energy.
A half-consumed PSBL/VDIS shell is shown in Figure 11.
There is a superposed ion conic extending to∼1 keV energy.
Such a wide bowl-like conic is indicative of wave-induced
perpendicular ion energisation only slightly below the ob-
servation point (Klumpar et al., 1984). The upgoing part of
the shell is almost consumed (plateaued) in this case. The
right lower subplot shows the simultaneous electron distri-
bution function. Middle-energy electrons are energised in
the parallel direction (see also panels (c) and (d) in the up-
per subplot). The association with middle-energy electron
anisotropies (Janhunen et al., 2004a) is very typical to half-
consumed shells. One interpretation is that the satellite is just
on the top of the region where waves consume energy. The
ion bowl is consistent with this interpretation, since at least,
if the waves are ion Bernstein waves, they can both increase
the parallel energy of the electrons and the perpendicular en-
ergy of the ions (Janhunen et al., 2003a).
A 3/4-consumed shell example is shown in Fig. 12. The
event is similar to the previous one (Fig. 11), except that the
unconsumed part of the shell is now less than 2pi solid angle.
One interpretation is that the observation point is inside the
region where the waves consume energy.
A shell distribution whose downgoing part is stronger than
the upgoing part but with no indication of plateauing is
shown in Fig. 13. This distribution can be explained by a
high-altitude source which is intensifying in time.
We now mention some properties of ion shells and related
Polar parameters that we have learned by looking at many
plots similar to those shown in Figs. 9–13.
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Fig. 10. Example of an event containing a 1/4-consumed shell distribution (i.e. downgoing part is intact but small pitch angles of upgoing
part have been flattened out). Format is similar to Fig. 2. One-count level 100 times smaller than shell level.
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Fig. 11. Example of an event containing a half-consumed shell distribution (i.e. downgoing part is intact but upgoing part has been flattened
out). In all PSBL events we have looked at there is always an upgoing ion beam embedded within the shell. Format is similar to Fig. 9 except
that in panel (a), PWI wave data spectrogram has been added at frequencies 26 Hz–10 kHz in addition to the standard EFI spectrogram below
10 Hz. One-count level is 300 times smaller than shell level.
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Fig. 12. Example of an event containing a 3/4-consumed shell distribution (i.e. only the small pitch-angle part of the downgoing part is intact,
the rest of the distribution has been flattened out). In all PSBL events we have looked at there is always an upgoing ion beam embedded
within the shell. Format is similar to Fig. 9. One-count level is 100 times smaller than shell level.
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In the auroral region, usually the largest ion distribution
free energy density occurs near the polar cap boundary, i.e.
in the PSBL. This will be studied in Sect. 7 below.
Whenever there is an ion shell (full shell or partly con-
sumed shell), there is always an upgoing ion beam or ion
conic (seen in panel (f) in the upper subfigures and near the
centre of the distribution function subfigures). This is not
too surprising since upflowing ion beams are common ev-
erywhere in the auroral region (Janhunen et al., 2003b), but
it is interesting that among those several hundred distribution
functions that we have looked at, there is not even one coun-
terexample to this rule. It is possible that the ions are perpen-
dicularly energised by the waves driven at lower altitude by
the shell distribution. Related to this, it was recently shown
that low energy (<100 eV) ion outflows occur often in the
PSBL (Malingre et al., 2000). Another interesting fact that
we mention without showing a plot is that if one separates
the counts in hydrogen and oxygen, one finds that the shell
distribution is almost always purely hydrogen, whereas the
upgoing beam or conic is a mixture of hydrogen and oxygen.
When PWI SFRA data are available, one finds that broad-
band features seen in EFI below 10 Hz usually correlated
rather well with higher frequency broad-band features in
PWI frequencies (26 Hz–10 kHz). An example is seen in
Fig. 11. When considering shell distribution correlation with
wave activity we use the usually available EFI 1–10 Hz fre-
quency range, but we stress that this does not necessarily im-
ply that the waves physically coupling to the shell distribu-
tion are found below 10 Hz. It has been shown that ion shell
distributions can drive unstable ion Bernstein waves in, say,
50–500 Hz frequency range (Janhunen et al., 2003a).
Electron anisotropies in the auroral region usually occur
in middle energies (100–1000 eV). This is seen clearly in
Figs. 9 and 11. The correlation of middle-energy electron
anisotropies with the auroral zone (BPS) has recently also
been shown statistically (Janhunen et al., 2004a).
The downgoing ion energy flux in, for example, half-
consumed ion shell distributions (panel (g)) is often
∼15 mW m−2 when mapped to the ionospheric plane (e.g.
in Fig. 11). Energetically, this is already enough to power
ordinary electron auroral arcs. A marginally visible electron
arc is 1 mW m−2, a bright arc 10 mW m−2 and a very bright
substorm-related aurora can exceed 100 mW m−2.
There is often a gap in the high-energy ions after the
VDIS ion shell feature of the PSBL (e.g. Fig. 9, 03:32–03:40,
Fig. 10, around 11:20, Fig. 11, 05:50–05:55), as pointed out
by Bosqued et al. (1993b). This could be explained as the gap
between the highest latitude and the next-highest latitude ion
beamlets (Fig. 17 of Ashour-Abdalla et al., 1993; see also the
Plates of Bosqued et al., 1993b, for simulated low-altitude
ion precipitation energy flux latitudinal profile). It was con-
cluded by Bosqued et al. (1993b), using low-altitude obser-
vations, that when the VDIS are observed, the most pole-
ward electron inverted-V arc is usually displaced 1–2◦ from
the VDIS, i.e. that there is a gap between them. In the light
of ion shell distribution free energy feeding auroral arcs, this
might happen because the VDIS can be observed at low alti-
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Fig. 13. Example of an event containing a full ion shell distribution
whose downgoing part is stronger than the upgoing one, indicating a
high-altitude source process which is becoming stronger with time.
Format similar to 9. One-count level is 40 times smaller than shell
level, MLT 0.9, ILAT 69, R=4.8RE , n=0.15 cm−3, T=4.3 keV,
free energy density 0.08 keV cm−3.
tude only if its free energy is not consumed, i.e. when there is
no arc: the next chance to consume the energy comes at the
next bounce of the ions, which is where the most poleward
inverted-V arc appears.
7 Shell, wave activity and electron anisotropy correla-
tion
We have already discussed the correlation between partly
consumed shells, wave activity and electron anisotropy but
will here discuss it in another form. In Fig. 14 we show sum-
mary plots of ten Polar auroral zone crossings having half-
consumed ion shell distributions with significant free energy
densities. Each panel in the figure shows one auroral cross-
ing, with the horizontal axis being the invariant latitude. The
black line in each panel is the free energy density of the
TIMAS ion distribution with the scale on the left. The red
line is the middle-energy electron anisotropy (same as panel
(c) in Fig. 9) with the scale on the right. The green line is
the EFI electric wave amplitude in the 1–10 Hz frequency
range, averaged in 12-s blocks. The wave amplitude curve is
normalised to its maximum, but the maximum value (mV/m)
is written in each panel, as is also the maximum downward
TIMAS ion energy flux (mW m−2). The maximum for the
downward energy flux is taken over those datapoints whose
free energy density exceeds 0.02 keV cm−3; usually the max-
imum downward energy flux occurs near the maximum free
energy density (black curve). In addition, each panel con-
tains information about the date, whether Polar is moving to
the left (L) or right (R) in the plot and the UT hour, MLT and
radial distance R of the centre of the crossing.
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Examples of half−consumed shell events
Fig. 14. Examples of half-consumed shell events. Each panel is one event. Black line is free energy from TIMAS (scale on the left) and red
line is magnitude of electron anisotropy from HYDRA (scale on the right). Green line is unnormalised perpendicular wave power from EFI
(12-s averaged); its attained maximum is written on the left (“maxwave”). Maximum downward ion energy flux from TIMAS during time
when free energy exceeds 0.02 keV cm−3 is also given; the value is given at the ionospheric level by multiplying the measured value by flux
tube scaling factor. Event date and average UT-hour, MLT and radial distance are also given. The letter L(R) after the date indicates that the
satellite is moving to the left (right), i.e. towards decreasing (increasing) ILAT.
From Fig. 14 one sees that usually the largest free energy
densities occur in the PSBL, i.e. near the polar cap boundary.
In some of the plots one also sees CPS shells at low ILAT. In
many cases the electron anisotropies and waves correlate in a
broad sense with the free energy density, at least in the sense
that cases with high free energy density near the polar cap
boundary (PSBL) are almost always associated with strong
waves and anisotropies close to that boundary as well. Fur-
ther away from the polar cap boundary (i.e. in the BPS) one
often sees anisotropies and waves without free energy den-
sity nearby, but the amplitude of the waves and anisotropies
is typically less than in the PSBL.
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8 Summary and discussion
The ion shells in the ILAT range 65–75 can be separated into
CPS and PSBL/BPS ion shells. The CPS ion shells differ
from the PSBL shells in many respects: they are on the av-
erage more energetic, they have wide loss-cones, they are
not related to electron anisotropy or wave activity and they
typically have a long duration in Polar data (wide ILAT cov-
erage). Many of them are probably related to ion spectral
gaps (Buzulukova et al., 2002). In this paper we have con-
centrated on the PSBL ion shells (they sometimes occur in
the BPS also) since they may play an important role in the
energy exchange in the auroral zone. We now summarise
our main observational findings regarding auroral zone ion
shells.
1. Ion shells consist almost exclusively of hydrogen only.
2. When the free energy density is significant
(>0.1 keV/cm3), the shell is almost always close
to the polar cap boundary, i.e. they are in the PSBL
(Fig. 1 panel (c)). Lower energy shells (panel (b)) may
appear in the BPS, too, but also they are most common
in the PSBL.
3. If a threshold of 20 eV cm−3 is chosen for the free en-
ergy density, PSBL ion shells have an occurrence fre-
quency of 5% (spread over a few degrees because the
polar cap boundary location varies from case to case),
Fig. 1 panel (b).
4. Plateaued distributions, which we interpret as partly or
completely consumed remnants of shell distributions,
are common in the BPS.
5. Partly consumed ion shells are associated with wave
activity and middle-energy (100–1000 eV) electron
anisotropy (Fig. 14).
6. The total ion downward energy flux associated with ion
shell distributions is ∼15 mW m−2 in many events, but
can be as large as 42 mW m−2 (Fig. 14 panel (4)).
7. Although we used the frequency range 1–10 Hz to mea-
sure wave activity in most cases, higher frequencies
(10–500 Hz) are also usually excited at the same time
(Fig. 11 panel (a)).
8. A clear energy/latitude dispersion is seen, where higher
ILAT corresponds to higher shell energy, until some
cutoff at which the shell disappears (so-called velocity-
dependent ion signature (VDIS) events).
9. PSBL/BPS ion shells are always associated with an up-
going ion beam, which typically has much smaller en-
ergy than the shell. Typically, the ion beam contains
both H+ and O+ in significant amounts.
10. A clearly identifiable CPS/BPS boundary in the MLT-
ILAT plane can be seen in the statistics, which moves
with Kp in a way which is consistent with a statistical
oval model (Fig. 1).
11. In the PSBL/BPS, free and consumed energy densi-
ties mainly concentrate in the midnight MLT sector for
low Kp, but they are more spread in MLT for high Kp
(Figs. 1 and 7).
12. Neither the free energy density nor the consumed en-
ergy density shows marked altitude dependence below
R=6RE (Figs. 1 and 7).
13. While the average free energy density u (Fig. 1) is min-
imal in the BPS, the so-called consumed energy density
ucons (Fig. 7) is larger there.
14. The consumed free energy density ucons is enhanced at
subauroral latitudes in the postnoon sector, which prob-
ably follows from ion motion (Fig. 8).
The observational results summarised above concerning au-
roral zone ion shells give rise to some important physical
questions. We will discuss these questions below.
The PSBL ion shells usually have an energy-latitude dis-
persion and are probably closely related to VDIS events
(Elphic and Gary, 1990; Baumjohann et al., 1990; Zelenyi
et al., 1990). The VDIS ions are thought to originate in the
magnetotail as earthward moving beamlets (Speiser, 1965;
Ashour-Abdalla et al., 1992; Bosqued et al., 1993b; Ashour-
Abdalla et al., 1993, 1995). These test particle simulations by
Ashour-Abdalla and coworkers follow the motion of ions in
two-dimensional Tsyganenko model field and constant GSM
Y -directed electric field. They show that ions are injected
earthward in the non-adiabatic region of the tail, where the
κ parameter (κ=√Rcurv/riL, Rcurv is the curvature radius
of the magnetic field and riL is the ion Larmor radius in
the equatorial plane) is smaller than unity. The ions gain
energy from electrostatic acceleration since their motion is
temporarily not governed by the magnetic field. The simula-
tions show structure (beamlet) formation at two levels. First,
there are critical values of κ given by κcritn ≈0.8/(n+1/2),
n=1, 2, 3, ... where the ions most easily spend a long time
in the current sheet gaining energy from the electric field.
Second, each beamlet bounces multiple times (labelled by k)
across the equatorial plane while being convected earthward
by the E×B drift (Ashour-Abdalla et al., 1995).
A monoenergetic earthward moving ion beamlet having
some angular spread is turned by the mirror force into a
shell distribution at sufficiently low altitude (most probably,
the altitude is sufficiently low in this case in the present pa-
per). If the beamlet is not monoenergetic, the E×B drift
combines with the time-of-flight effect to produce, in addi-
tion, an energy-latitude dispersion, i.e. a VDIS. A somewhat
similar dispersion is also produced by the fact that beamlets
with different integer index n (see above) have different en-
ergies; however, if a smooth VDIS is seen, it most probably
corresponds to only one n value and thus is a time-of-flight
effect. Beamlets with different n and k indices mix, the mix-
ing loci forming a spatial mosaic structure (Ashour-Abdalla
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et al., 1995). When mixing occurs, a clear shell distribution
is not seen. In TIMAS data there are cases where two or
more shells at different energies are seen at the same time.
The CPS shells are most probably not formed by these pro-
cess. One possibility for their formation is the energy depen-
dence of azimuthal drift velocity, i.e. a competition between
the energy-independent E×B drift and the energy-dependent
gradient and curvature drifts. This mechanism might also
contribute to the formation of PSBL and BPS shells.
We found many cases where a shell is partly consumed
(1/4-consumed, half-consumed, 3/4-consumed, etc.). At
least one way to interpret a half-consumed shell, for exam-
ple, is to assume that the observation point is at the upper
boundary of a region where a shell-consuming wave-particle
interaction takes place. Likewise, a 1/4-consumed shell cor-
responds to a situation where the consumption process re-
sides at some distance below the observation point. In more
complicated cases, one may need to also assume a temporal
turning on or off of the consumption process. If the energy is
fixed, the pitch angle of a particle tells how long ago the par-
ticle passed through the equatorial plane: this time is shortest
for zero pitch angle (downgoing) particles and longest for ex-
actly upgoing ones (180◦ pitch angle). The upgoing particles
have mirrored below the observation point which has taken
extra time. If the consumption process worked in the past but
stopped some time ago, particles launched after stopping are
not affected by it, and in the distribution function they are
particles whose pitch angle is smaller than some limit.
What is the role of auroral zone shell distributions in pow-
ering auroral phenomena? The largest downward ion energy
flux that occurred in a shell distribution was 42 mW m−2
and values above 10 mW m−2 are not rare. This is not as
large as the 100 mW m−2 or so, which is required to power
the most intense substorm aurorae (and which is available
from Alfve´nic Poynting flux in at least some of those cases,
Wygant et al., 2000), but it could be enough to power sta-
ble auroral arcs. If the ion shell distributions are part of the
energy transfer chain causing auroral arcs, the whole chain
would be something like the following (see also Olsson and
Janhunen, 2004):
1. Ions are energised in the magnetotail in the non-
adiabatic low-Bz region and injected towards the Earth
(Ashour-Abdalla et al., 1995). If the ions are injected as
field-aligned beams, the distribution function turns into
a shell distribution at lower altitudes because of the mir-
ror force or because of the time-of-flight effect, or both.
2. At some altitude, the combination of magnetic field and
plasma conditions are such that the shell distribution be-
comes unstable to waves which consume its free en-
ergy. Specifically, it has been shown that ion Bern-
stein waves are created by a shell distribution (Janhunen
et al., 2003a). In any case, the altitude where this hap-
pens is still unclear. The altitude must be low enough
that the shell distribution has already formed by the mir-
ror force from the earthward moving beamlets.
3. The waves generated by the shell distribution energise
middle-energy electrons (Janhunen et al., 2003a, 2004a)
in the parallel direction, producing a middle-energy
T‖>T⊥ electron distribution superposed with isotropic
hot (and possibly cold) electron backgrounds.
4. A downward parallel electric field is set up because oth-
erwise, the T‖>T⊥ type electron distribution would cre-
ate a negative charge cloud at low altitudes which is not
possible since the plasma must be quasi-neutral.
5. Since the system in long time-scales must behave elec-
trostatically, the parallel electric field must be part of a
potential structure. Because the ionosphere is approx-
imately in constant potential (the ionospheric perpen-
dicular fields are much smaller than the strong perpen-
dicular fields that exist in the acceleration region), the
only way to close the potential contours is with a closed
negative potential structure.
6. The lower part of the potential structure accelerates
electrons downward and produces peaked inverted-V
electron spectra at low altitude which are also the main
contributors to the optical emissions. Electrons can en-
ter the closed negative structure with the help of the
above-mentioned Bernstein waves.
Many parts of the process chain described above have been
found to be in agreement with data or reproduced by simula-
tions. For a recent review, see Olsson and Janhunen (2004).
To model shell distribution formation, one should apply
similar test particle simulations that has been carried out by
Ashour-Abdalla et al. (1995), but for a larger set of particles,
so that enough statistics of beamlet ions can be gathered also
below 6RE . The distributions of these beamlets could then
be studied and compared with the observed ion shells dis-
cussed in this paper.
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